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STAY ALERT AND AHEAD OF THE GAME WITH THE NEW RINEHART  

TOM TURKEY TARGET 

Every bowhunting enthusiast knows that the three keys to success for staying on top of their game and taking home  

the trophy Tom are practice, practice, practice.  That’s why Rinehart Targets, leading manufacturer of innovative  

and lifelike 3D archery targets, has developed a unique new target designed to help bowhunters stay skillful and hone  
in their skills for taking on wild turkeys, while getting ready for the spring season. 

The new small Rinehart Tom Turkey measures 25” tall and is 30” from the tip of it’s nose to tail — matching the  

shape, body position, color and feather pattern of a real turkey.  In fact, the resemblance is so similar that the new 

target can also double as a decoy when bowhunters are out in the field.  Practicing with this target is not only fun, it’s 

challenging.  This unique new target can help bowhunters exercise their focus and accuracy — helping them gain the 
confidence to hit the mark when a real Tom comes within range.  

This new Rinehart Tom Turkey is constructed from the company’s exclusive, solid Rinehart “self-healing” foam that  

can absorb shot after shot of field points, broadheads or expandable-tip arrows without tearing or losing its realistic 

shape — surviving even the harshest abuse of both club and competitive shooting. The advanced foam material also 
makes arrow removal incredibly easy, allowing the shooter to practice longer without getting tired.  

The new Rinehart Tom Turkey can withstand even the harshest weather conditions.  It’s weatherproof exterior is 

resistant to sun, heat and cold — making it ideal for seasons year-round.  The small lifelike target is so lightweight,  

it’s easy to transport and to set up whenever and wherever needed — whether in the backyard or at camp practicing 
with friends. 

To learn more about the new small Rinehart Tom Turkey — or to get more information on the company’s extensive 

product line-up of premium 3D targets for hunters and competitive archers — contact Rinehart at 1809 Beloit Avenue, 
Janesville, WI 53546 • Telephone: (608) 757-8153 • Or visit www.rinehart3-D.com. 
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